GRB 780506, a gamma ray burst discoverd in HEAO 1 A 4 data, was unusual in three respects. First, it was well measured by HEAO 1 A 2 in 2 60 keV X rays. Second, two minutes after it ended, HEAO 1 A 2 detected a faint resurgence of 2 10 keV ux, lasting roughly an hour. From recently calculated position constraints, it appears the source of the extended ux is consistent with the source of the burst, and probably not from a serendipitous transient along the Galactic plane. Third, it now appears GRB 780506 belongs to a newly discovered softer subclass of gamma ray bursts. This subclass is remarkable, as, in contrast to harder gamma ray bursts, it is apparently homogeneous, with logN P showing no turnover from P , 3 2 1,2. Was GRB 780506 also unusual in having a detectable quiescent counterpart? A ROSAT Class C observation was scheduled which c o v ered one side of the error box. The new HEAO 1 A 2 position constraints excluded all but four of the sixteen detected ROSAT sources. None of these four faint 10 ,12 ergs-cm ,2 -s ,1 sources was a clear candidate for either a GRB counterpart, or for an X ray transient, although this possibility is still being explored.
I. INTRODUCTION
During a 6 hour pointed observation along the Galactic plane near the Carina arm, the HEAO 1 A 4 scintillation detectors 0.1-3 MeV and A 2 2 60 keV proportional counters observed GRB 780506, a 7 10 ,7 ergcm ,2 ray burst 3 5. The burst exhibited two peaks, roughly a minute apart, which w ere brightly visible in the A 2 X ray proportional counters. Two minutes after this emission had faded to background, the A 2 detectors recorded a slow increase in count rate in the 2 10 keV band, lasting for at least 30 minutes, and possibly as long as several hours 4,5. Since the instrument was pointed along the Galactic plane, the question arose: could the afterglow have come from an X ray transient that was by c hance in the same eld of view? To address this, we calculated the position constraints using a Bayesian approach 8. We found, for the afterglow, the 95.4 Bayesian credible region was 0:5 6 , centered around the error box for the burst see Figure 1 .a. over the whole sky, implying a rate of 1:5 of such e v ents by c hance within the error box o v er the six hour pointing assuming an isotropic distribution.
From this one nds a 98:5 probability that the hour long event did not come from a serendipitous second source, but indeed came from the same source as the burster. This leads to the question: did a ray burster give o an hour long X ray transient, or did a Galactic X ray transient such a s a Be neutron star binary, give o a soft ray burst? Intriguingly, GRB780506 was not only associated with extended X-ray emission, but its E ,2:4 45 keV X ray spectrum places it in the possibly nearby subclass of gamma ray bursts delineated by 100 300 keV to 50 100 keV uence hardness ratios 1.5 1,2. These data suggested the question: was this source also unusual in having a potentially detectable quiescent X ray counterpart?
We proposed two 6 ksec ROSAT exposures to look for X ray sources with the 10 20 minute variability observed in the extended X ray emission following GRB 780506. One was scheduled, covering one side of the combined GRB 780506 and X ray afterglow emission error box. Four faint sources fell within the 99 con dence contours of both GRB 780506 and of the hours long X ray emission. None of them is an outstanding candidate for a GRB counterpart.
In the following section we describe the ROSAT observation and list the observed point sources in more detail. Sixteen point sources were identi ed as signi cant in the ROSAT image.
II. ROSAT OBSERVATION
The light curves of two of the brighter sources A and P in Table 1 below showed weak evidence for time variablity. All were considered too faint for spectral tting, so instead we h a v e listed two hardness ratios. The rst uses To c heck optical identi cations, the ROSAT source positions were compared with those of sources in the SIMBAD database. We list properties of the potential optical counterparts to the ROSAT sources in Table 2 . For the X ray ux, we estimated roughly 10 ,11 ergs cm 2 per 0.07 2.4 keV count. This is consistent with convolving a range of spectra, such as the spectrum one expects from the active corona of a normal star roughly a 10 7 K thermal spectrum through the telescope + PSPC response. Along with the statistical uncertainty, which is listed in in Table 2 , we expect an overall systematic uncertainty of roughly a factor of three, due to the uncertainty in the true shape of each spectrum. The bolometric luminosty w as estimated from the optical magnitudes 9.
Two of the four ROSAT sources which fell within the error box N and O had positions consistent with that of an A0 V star HD 64505. Notice that A, the second brightest source, is positionally coincident with two B stars, both of which could have contributed to its ux. For stars of type O and B, one expects log L x =L bol , 7 10 . One sees the ux from A is consistent with coronal emission from both stars. For stars of types M F, one expects to nd active coronae with log L x =L bol , 3 10 . This is consistent with the remaining suggested optical IDs in Table 2 , except for source P.
This sample is consistent with what was found by 6 in ROSAT Galactic plane survey observations. About 40 of the survey sources could be associ-ated with normal stars; compared with 38 in this sample. Roughly 10 of their sources not identi ed through SIMBAD should be faint red dwarfs with active coronae. This suggests 1 of our 10 remaining unidenti ed sources is a red dwarf. Possibilities for the remaining sources include clusters of Galaxies, AGNs, and unidenti ed cataclysmic variables.
III. CONCLUSION
ROSAT observed one side of a ray burst error box that was also apparently observed to have a n hour long 2 10 keV afterglow. No compelling quiescent candidate was detected. The preliminary optical identi cations of the sixteen ROSAT sources that were detected are consistent with the sample seen in other, larger, surveys of the Galactic plane. Of the four sources in the GRB 780506 error box, source M is the most promising, as it is not only the brightest but shows the hardest, most absorbed spectrum. All four will be targeted for optical identi cation in the near future.
